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Walter Leland Cronkite  
— filed under: Popular Culture  
Walter Leland Cronkite Walter Leland Cronkite (1916-2009), famous newscaster and journalist, 
worked for CBS News for five decades. Although the FBI did not investigate Cronkite, his name 
does appear in its files, usually in passing reference to his contact with an individual under FBI 
investigation or due to his professional contacts with the Bureau. These excerpts range from 
1956 to 2000.  
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_ om NOVEMBER THIRTEEN INSTANT, CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, ADVISED hiI I THAT GROUP KNOWN As YOUTH FOR EW AMERICA, ASTUDENT PROTES &#39;11?
I
I
I GROUP AT ROLLINS COLLEGE, WINTER PARK, FLA. HELD MEETING AT
5 ROLLINS ON NOVEMBER TWELVE LAST REGARDING RALLIES AT CAPE
~ KENNEDY ON NOVEMBER THIRTEEN AND FOURTEEN SIXTY NINE.
MEETING LED BY 0NE[::::::::::::]:AROLLINS C EGE STUDENT
1 [;;;;;;;]TOLD ASSEMBLY THAT P ANS CALLED FOR RALLY TO BE H LD
AT KELLY PARK, MERRITT ISLAND, FLA. FROM TWO PM TO SIX PN
J
INOVEMBER THIRTEEN INSTAN . DEMONSTRATORS AREENDING ALLY  CV5
! AT KELLY PARK WILL PROCEED TNRER I P IVATE CARS. [;;;;;;;;]
- /92
~ HAS GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS NOT TO BRING ANY DRUGS TO AVOID ARREST. H
b6|:|REPoRIEnLY STATED TH  PLANS CALLED FOR THOSE ATTENDING W
KELLY PARK R LLY T0 smzun nu: NIGHT IN HE PARK. |:|
ALLEGEDLY STATED THAT THO E NOT some O KELLY PARK RALLY
SHOULD MEET AT srummr CENTE1sT_R10i.bIN§£?30iéEGE;! EIEAI Am/7 ?/ _,f
_ I wovzmszn FOURTEEN NEXT I90_?0BjIAII~a TRA_NISPOT§TATI0N_;%10 /
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PAGE TWO
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KENNEDY FOR RALLY AT U.S. NAVAL POLARIS SUBMARINE STATION
PLANS TJNEEI PR SIDENT NIXON AT cAR§ KE NEDY.[:::&:::]TOLD GROUP HE HAD BEEN T0 css CHANNEL SIX I
ORLANDO PRIOR TNNEEIING T0 SPEAK TO NENsNEN ABOUT VIETNAM
A MORATORIUM ACTIVITIES. [;;;::::]RELATED THAT WHIL  AT TV
A STATION, wAErER§RqNN1IE,TNETIDNALLY KNOWN RA IO ANDTE EVISI N
DDNNENTATDETIEEDNE TO HIM BY TEL PHONE FOR APPROXIMATELY
I PORT CANAVERAL, FLA. AFTER RALLY AT PORT CANAVERAL GROUP
U FORTY FIVE MINUTES AND THAT CRONKITE REPORTEDLY TOLD
; THAT CBS NOULD HAVE THIRTY SIX HOURS OF COVERAGE
ON VIETNAM MORATORIUM WITH "OPEN MIKE TO GIVE DEMONSTRATORS
Q a, _;, ¢-E__,:L_wE
D ADHANQE TO BE N AED, CRONKITE NOTED, ACCORDING T0[:::::::]
THAT SENATOR EDMUND MUSKIE NOULD BE IN ORLANDO, FLA. NOVEMBER
 THIRTEEN INSTANT FOR DEMOCRATIC FUND RAISING DINNER.
ACCORDING TO[::::::::] CRONKITE SUGGESTED THAT [:::::::]
 ATTEMPT TO MUSKIE T0 COME T  CAPE KENNEDY TO _
92 SPEAK AT KELLY PARK RALLY TO BE HELD NOVEMBER THIRTEEN
M INSTANT. CRONKITE ALLEGEDLY TOLD[::::::]THAT CBS WOULD
RENT HELICOPTER TO TAKE MUSKIE TO AND FROM SITE OF RALLY>92
. AT KELLY PARK.
92_., _ _ _ __,___ ,___ A_,__ _
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Acc0RDINs T0 s0uRcE [::::::]sIAIED THAT IF NusNIE Is
UNAVAILABLE FOR TODAY&#39;S&#39;ACTIVITIES AT KELLY PARK THE MAIN
QEAKER AT THE KELLY PARK RALLY w0u D BE 0NE[::::::::::::}:1¬3i
REPORTEDLY A FDRNER No CARTHY FOR PRESIDENT ORGANIZER,
FROM THE wAsRINeI0N,g;N;. AREA. [:::::::]TOPIC NILL BE be
"NAsA - No NAPALN." b7C
ON NOVEMBER TWELVE LAST, LT BREVARD
COUNTY so REPDRIEDJ F NR6 IS AFFILIATED CV5
NIIR YOUTH FOR NEN ANERIcA AND SELFSTYLED LEADER OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA VIETNAM MORATORIUN C0 iYII_&#39;[TEE,<_IN INTERVIEW
NIIR MIAMI HERALD REPoRIERs INDICATED HE EXPECTS STUDENTS T0!APPEAR AT CAPE KENNEDY RDN THE E0LLwINe SCHOOLS: STETSON
UNIVERSITY, R0LLINs COLLEGE, uNIvERsIIY OF SOUTH ELA.,
FLORIDA SOUTHERN, uNIvERsIIY OF IANPA AND FLORIDA PRESBYTERIAN,
ExAcI NUMBER OF DEMONSTRATORS 0I SPECIFIED BY[::::::::::]
sEcREI sERvIcE TRAVELING PARTY, 0sI, PATRICK AFB, NI,
IIIusvILLE, BREVARD c0uNIY so, sEcREI sERvIcE, JACKSONVILLE,
NI, 0RLAND0, NIs0, oRLAND0, AND USA, IANPA ADvIsED N0vEmEER
THIRTEEN INsIANI.
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ADMINISTRATIVE:
RE TAMPA TELETYPE DATED NOVEMBER TWELVE LAST
SOURCE IS 10F STUDENT AFFAIRS,
ROLLINS, COLLEGE, WINTER PARK, FLA. PROTECT BY REQUEST.
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Hamilton Square
600 Fourteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-2004
202.220.1200
Fax 202.220.1665
August 2, 2000
VIA FACSIMILE: 202-324-3525
|:|
Unit Chief
FPIMSU
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001
Re: Discovery Chanel Understanding Series
Dear Mr. Tomb:
I represent th92e% §onkite-W_ard Comp_ap<C&#39;WC! in matters of rights clearances and
other l gal matters rélating lo Eeiftelevision progrgrélproduction activities CWC i theproduction company f lo g-time associates W lte Q ronlgte and
CWC has produced a series of programs for the Discovery Chanels Understanding
series. The topics _are treated in an educational, documentary-style manner and have included
such subjects a Understanding Pyramids, Understanding Weather, etc. One of the shows
currently in production is "Understanding Murder.
The producer of Understanding Murder is seeking a contact person at the Federal
Bureau of Investigation who could: ! provide information on high-prole murder
investigations by the FBI; and ! supply images of perpetrators and crimes. With respect to he
latter, the goal would be to obtain clearance orn the FBI to use the images and, because of the
production standards of CWC and concern for audience s nsibilities, the aim would be to secure
images th t are not oo graphic for television. Of course, the credits would acknowledge th ,
assistance and courtesy of the FBI..
I would be very grateful if any assistance your ofce can provide.
Sincerely yours,
---_ ,, §§7:f!-/&#39;i1,,1-/0;~}&#39;*»é{;/Q R | @|N AL Q! ta; t./_Gar-y  gqqrgan
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From:
Subject: CLOSEOUT OF ASSIGNMENT
Pepper Hamilton LLP/ Gary Rinkerman
[Di 1559
File #: 80-HQ-1 07765 9
Date: 1 1/1/00
By letter dat d 8/2/00, captioned company requested FBI assistance with a TV
documentary re Understanding Murders. A call was made requesting a more
detailed letter; no second letter was submitted. A call this date was made and
Ms. Karen Hayes of Cronkite-Ward Company i  Washington, DC, says the
program was produced Without FBI participation. i
No further action by OPCA is required at this time.
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This project can be closed.
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EXTREMIST MATTER  KLAN >
E
his former capacity as an informant for the
Tobacco and Firearms  BATF!.
DATE:
Purpose of this memorandum is to advise that
captioned individual, active in extremist matters in
Reading, Pennsylvania, was the subject of a UPI news
release 7/28/75 which set forth subject, during discussions
of his extremist activities on CBS news 7/28/75, stated
he had been a "Federal Agent all along," and to point out
"Federal Agent" referred to by subject apparently relates to
xv;UNITED STATES 92/ERNMENT ,~  »  A==°=-D"---
Dep AD Adm. _.
Dep. AD lnv. _.
Asst. Dir.:
Ad &#39;Wannall
Mintz mm. ACamp. Sysf. Z
Ext. Affairs __
Files 8. Cam. _
Helgeson
Boynton
Deegan
Maurice
Plan. 8. Evul. _
Spec. lnv. A
Training ____
Legal Coun. __._
Telephone Rm. _
Durector Sec&#39;y ._..
Bureau of Alcohol,
{ W i
A UPI pres} release 7/28/75 at yew York sets forth
subject appeared on»&#39;q§§,news with Walteigg9I1l<ite" Z/-23115... Cr
and was interviewed y CBS correspondent Fred Graham. Subject
is described as a former Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan and
leader of the American Nazi Party and according to the UPI
release, Graham stated court records contain sworn testimony
by Federal agents that subject carried out under cover missions
"including one approved by the National Security Council." 92
Subject, in discussing his extremist activities on GBS, statedhe had been a "federal Agent all along." &#39; éL_§ 377- L/@1¢_Q@92Subject, white dQ¥g,R§byears ofage resides in
Reading, Pennsylvania. He is currently an Administrative Inde
subject of the Philadelphia Office as a result of his
association with the white hate United Klans of America in a
leadership capacity and his continued association with other
white hate groups and extremist organizatiQQS. He has been
interviewed.by Agents of the Philadelphia i?TT%3@§§§§%§T: .
times, is &#39;ot an informant nor has he ever e u%§ §developmen s a  informant by the FBI. @125 RIGH  all
_ &#39;3 1 ._ , . . Q .
. . Ea  UQ1  &#39;e _ Z 97I &#39;é*262 ?$*3%@L.$  .1 &#39; j  / ,$3 * &#39;V£$; $ATEs%£i.HiNmsv J  » H, 7
Gen. lnv. __i
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Memorandu to Mr. W. R. Wannall
Re: Roy E. Frankhouser 
97-4262 " ;

Information in the UPI release relating to sworn 92
testimony in court records by Federal Agents apparently
stems from recent closed pre-trial hearings held in
Philadelphia in connection with subject&#39;s arrest by BATF in 1
February, 1974, when he was charged with receiving, concealing
and disposing of explosives. Philadelphia airtel 7/15/75 advised 1
that testimony taken during those hearings had inadvertently 5
been filed by the court recorder without their being impounded 
and as a result a reporter of "The Philadelphia Inquirer" gained
* access to the testimony. An article subsequently appeared in
CV5 "The Philadelphia Inquirer" 7/13/75 concerning the closed
hearings and included excerpts of testimony by a BATF Agent
who stated.subject was operated as a BATF informant during 1972
and 1973.
It is noted that in connection with subject&#39;s
indictment for possession of explosives, subject testified ~
during suppression hearings in November, 1974, that he had
be hiladelphia airtel 7/15/75 advised thatSAi satisfactorily rebutted subject&#39;s b6 Atestimony that he was n FBI informant. SA[:::;::;;nght b7C
again be needed as a rebuttal witness at SUbJ¬C s rial
scheduled for 9/16/75 should sub&#39;ect reiterate his claim he was
an FBI informant. If so SA[::::i:::]Wi11 testify as before.
The American Nazi Party referred to above is a
common name for the National Socialist White Peoples Party
which espouses hatred for blacks, Jews and communists.
ACTION:
__-_-~____92 None, for information.
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CAME OVER TO THE LIBYAN MISSION WHICH IS NEXT TO THE
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LIBYAN MISSION To THE UNITED NATI0N${* oQ=Ny_THIS COMMUNICATION IS CLASSIFIED "sEHg¬ " IITs NTIRETY. |
:5:  $4
IN THE REFERENCED COMMUNICATION, A DESCRIPTION WAS GIVEN OF-
A RECEPTION AT THE UNITED NATIONS GIVEN FOR THE LIBYAN GOODWILL O/S
DELEGATION HEADED BY HEAD OF THE FOREIGN LIAISON OFFICE, SHAHATI.
IT WAS ERRONEOUSLY REPORTED IN THAT COMMUNICATION THAT FOLLOWING
THE RECEPTION, BILLY CARTER, WHO HAD BEEN A HONORED GUEST AT THE
UNITED NATIONS7"77BUILDWING FOR APRIVATE CONFERENCE WITH
ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED AMERICAN; ,
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COMMUNE AT GLOVER, VT.
SM - Misc. b6
O0: AL
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| The following info obtained 75/12/71 from
PM, west Vlover, Vt.:
The commune which receives it  xgil through PO at W.
Gloever is referred to as the HullinHfillW§ghool and is headed
by one FLETCHE OAKES a11egedly_T¥5Uod§§rd College, Pleinfiled,
Vt. Residents there come and go, but the more or less permant
ones are: &#39;
?LETQE_,QAKES
Cg The commune is located off the main road leading from
5.
v&#39;i.
50:0-103
I Glover to W. Glover and is the dirt road next to the mail box
of[::::;::::] a lotal resident. Yhe commune can ot be seen from
the roa , and curiosity seekers are not welcome. There are s few
children at the commune, but no one is sure who they b long to.
All residents there are hippy type and usually raggedy and dirty
in appeerarce.
Ot ers who have been known tJ reside at the commune in
the recent wast are:
A159 jg §bé,grei is a place allg Entropy Acres owned Iby &#39; &#39; .of Californiafrom Boston. @622 a e in their 205 and are said to plan opera-
ting a health foo s s e in area. They appear friendly with 
b tN r t &#39;d e   =, 5 -&#39;1&#39; -qJim era o cap 10118 c _un  {Q
Farther at South Alben 92/t. near Glover is one -
kand wife, who_olaimsrt__ e dau ter of ne.m=o mag???
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Reverend WALTER E, FAUNTROY advised that on evening of %#
4/4/68, STOKELY cssniclml, led a group of 50,» 60 pre- »
dominantly young people in the vicinity of 14th and U c
Streets, N.W., Washington, D°C. when he was confronted
by Reverend FAUNTRQY and cautioned that trouble could
result from his activities, CARMICHAELreplied that the
group was doing nothing but requesting store owners in
the area to close in respect for Dr. KING&#39;s death, and
- that he, CARMICHAEL, could not stop this. Reverend 1
FAUNTROY stated CARMICHAEL appeared tense and shaken;
however, he heard him make no inflammatory remarks and
he did not believe CARMICHAEL&#39;s actions would lead toe
violence or civil disorder. Results set forth of a re-
view of material on file at "The Washington Post" con-
cerning events which took place in Weshington,D.C° on
the evening of 4/4/68. Representatives of Columbia
Broadcasting System advised CARMlCHAEL&#39;s remarks at
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee press con:
ference on 4/5/68 deemed too inflammatory to be broadcast-
on televisions "The Washington Post," in-all editions &#39;
of 4/6/68, printed accounts of_CARMICHAEL&#39;s remarks at
the 4/5/68 press conference and the circulation of these
editions was estimated to have been between 410,000 to
414,000 copies. One Howard University student recalls
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ERAL BUREAU QF iNVESTlGAT§ON
1 we April 26, 1968
pg ---______Mr. WILLlA§qSMALL, Chief of News Bureau,
Columbia Broadcasting System  CBS! News, was inter-
viewed at his office,_ZQZO_M_§treet£gN;HQ, Washiggtonlwl
&#39;D.C, SMALL related that with reference to the CBS
*""ca&#39;§7e&#39;§}~ege of the STOKELYCAF.MICHA.EL news conference at
the headquarters of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee  SNCC! on Friday morning, April 5, 1968, he
viewed the material which consisted of approximately
500 feet of sound film as soon as it was processed.
SMALL said he felt the material was too inflammatory for
use that day in a television broadcast and so transmitted
the material by wire to New York, requesting confirmation
of his decision in this regard. He said the people in -
CV5
New York agreed with him that the material should not be
used on the CBS
on the CBS news
news roundup that date,
roundup featuring WALTE
casted on CBS network, 7&#39;00 p m to 7&#39;3
brief mention by CRONKITE of the CARMICHAEL press con-
ljll stated that
CRONRl£E, broad-
p@m., there was
I ference and CRONKITE used about one or two sentences of
CARMICHAELs remarks, Mr. SMALL stated he does not have
a recording of the CRCNKITE broadcast but that such
material as was used by CRONKITE relating to this press
conference would be readily available at New York City_______
Headquarters of CBS. Mro SMALL stated the CBS news
roundup has a regular television audience estimated to
range between lZ and 20 million viewers, Mr. SMALL
stated that the Friday, April 5, l968, news
STOKELY CARMICHAEL eonsituted the last time
D.C. Bureau of CBS had seen CARMICHAEL,
coveragehof
the Washingt
He stated CBS
News did not cover CARMICHAELs subsequent appearance
on the afternoon of April 5, 1968, at Howard University.
92L
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CONTENDED THAT MRS BROWNE WIFE OF MAL§OLMu§§QWNELmA NEW YORKTIMES CORRESPONDENT, HAD MADE AN ILL GAL VISIT TO NORTTT VIETNAM 92VS
BECAUSE SHE DID NOT OBTAIN PRIOR PERMISSION FROM THE DEPARTMENT 92
92
5. QUOTE. MRS BROWNE HAD ACCOMPANIED HER HUSBAND ON THE TRIP AS
A PHOTOGRAPHER ACCREDITED BY THE NEW YORK TIMES. ACCORDING
TO THE AMERICAN CONSULAR OFFICIAL IN PHNOM PENH WHO WITHDREW
MRS BROWNES PASSPORT, HER HUSBAND AND ALL THE OTHER AMERICAN ZMISP
mzwsmam ow THE mm - wno INCLUDED WALT-ERJKIKTONKITE  Q7//=/»4"*
_
OF CBS &#39; FACE SIMILAR SEIZURE OF THEIR PASSPORTS IF THEY BRING
» THEM IN FOR RENEWAL OR ANY OTHER PROBLEM, SUCH AS THE ATTACHMENT
|
OF EXTRA PAGES. NEWSMEN ALMOST ALL OF THEM AMERICAN; WENT ON
THE TRIP. THEY SPENT ONLY TEN HOURS IN HANOI.
~ 6. QUOTE. MRS BROWNES PASSPORT CAME INTO THE HANDS OF THE STATE
DEPARTMENT BECAUSE SHE WENTTO THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN PHNOM PENH
I ON JUNE 8 RPT 8 TO SEEK ANEW ONE¢ MRS BROWNE, WHO IS VIETNAMESE,
Y NEEDED A NEW PASSPORT BECAUSE SHE WANTED TO ATTEND HER MOTHERS CV5
I
~ 76 BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION IN SOUTH VIETNAM ON JULY 27 AND KNEW THE
1 SOUTH VIETNAMESE GOVERNMENT WOULD DENY HER ENTRY BECAUSE OF THE
i NORTH VIETNAMESE EXIT AND ENTRY S AMPS THAT HAD BEEN PUT IN HER
 PASSPORT AT HANOIS GIA LAM AIRPORT. ;? _ _,_-~
> _  4 _ p M_V__m_V_ L"  V   __  _,_;....,i,,:,.. _1... - er. - ~ - """&#39;- "~-" &#39;
. "r I muss, _ &#39;<§§l§:»§§§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M92§AQ, wro 05-62902!  P!
ReWFO1et 3/8/66.
B / &#39;1 All significant info developed
days in the course of this investigation
/7/I the Bureau by airtel, LHM and/or letter.
, developed which was considered not to be
importance to be forwarded to the Bureau
instant file by memorandum to the SAC.
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during the past 90
has been furnished to
Any information
of sufficient
has been set forth in
As a result of his position as[::::::] continues to be extremely active
professional societies. He continues as
EGP = MJB
conventions and conferences, meeting indiiduals attendingEmbassy functions, obtaining public source materials and joining
1 - &#39; Ib-§zg/gavings Bonds Regzzlarly on the Pa roll Sen/mg; Plan
J.
Scientific Attache,
in attending scientific
an active member of the
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics  AIAA! and
;,the American Astronautical Societ &#39; n known to
have met with such individuals as 1 l §eabrggk,;lii -.- -- = --ri of space age ar c es WALTEREERONKITE and
CBS, to whom|:| arranged&#39;92§Soviet space ac omplishment £ilms,:?nd phy icist
 ,%.g _ ._Q f¢ [::::::;] stating he is too busy, has discontinued hishf? é@?,Eng1ish lessons or the remainder of theseason. His wife has%bfé%been identified as a Russian instructor for the children of
»r5¢"?K"vy V
52
ithe Czech Embassy.
 e
During this period 
"was damaged to a considerable exten . eported to his
tinsurance representative that he had struck a pile of broken
concrete near Kensington, Md. on 5/2/66 at 10 p.m. The vehicle
gwas examined by WFO and the area where the accident was re ortedEtc have happened was survefed, and it appears un1ike1y[::j%::]
damaged the car at the locale he specified. No policereport
was located and no witnesses other than his wife were indicated.
Examination of areas of recent known intelligence activities by
has failed to locate a site where indicated damage
could have been incurred.
CV5
Passports ofl:;:::::]and his wife have been submittedto USDS for re-entry v s s, accompanied by a stated indication 1
|
to depar on or about 6/15/66, returning within three Xmonths.  has made a statement to a PSI that he intends
to depart about 7/1/66 with his wife and two daughters and will
enroll the girls in school in the Soviet Union and leave them
there upon his return.
PSILb Icontinues to provide neighborhoodcoverage of su Jec¬"s activities in his apartment buildin&#39; n his apartment,i
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, For the information of the Bureau, the following 92 V
information concerning individuals who have requested H
information regarding travel to Cormnunist China or WhO_~.
have requested that their passports be made valid for travel
to Communist China, was obtained from the records of the _ h.
Domestic Operations Division, Passport Office, USDS,Validation of passport, as distinguished from approval ofT92
validation, is set forth when so indicatéd in the Passp rt
-Office records:
I
Persons Requesting Information
Re Travel to Communist China:
____:___;a:_;;___ ;;__ W : ;&#39;_;_ ;_;__:V :--<a_:___;_ ;_:-n-4 _ ;_: _J4
East Ora1&#39;1ge,&#39;N.J. 0701 .   ~17 *8KP
b6 .
On 8/5/58, he was sent information regarglhg his
travel to Comunist China and North Vietnam.
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, Pittsfield, aim» .
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 address not given! /
On 8/16/68, the Passport Office advised U.S.
Se a RD P. CASE, of New Jersey, that the request
ofT:fff:§2ff¬for&#39;validation of his p ssport Number not
given! for travel to Tibet did not meet the criteria for
Eyceptgiion to the general restrictions on travel to that
. country and it was not li d that it would be in theNational interest for[:?f::f%f::]to travel to Tibet sinceit is controlled b_CQmmuni§t hina.  Ih  individual miw
be identified-with
Bridgeton, N.J., whose request for vaIdiation of passport
for travel to Communist China was disapproved by the
Passport Office on 2/14/67 and is mentioned in WFOlet g
captioned case dated 8/4/67.! b7c
92
.132s&e§E§..1f9riYelsa§211i°cf,.£§§§222E:c_1;922Pr2vs<.l=
%CRONKITE, WALTER}/ _Qas;.u@w§,.,.__.¢
~ §24 Wsst.p..5l7§l.i.§taeea»w
_1WY¢r1<,ic l1¢Wl<>3r1< 1T?;9l?"&#39;
On 8/6/68, he was advised that his request for
valdation of his passport for travel to North KO???»
Communist China and Qpbg_had been approved and thatwis -
passport  Number noglgfsen! had been validated accordingly
and also had been renewed.
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SUBJECT!
7 IS--CH
, - EHEHPTIDN CODE E5K l, 6!
&#39; NY airtel to Bureau, dated 1/1O/72;
FROM W SAC, NEW YORK 05-2505!  P!
  E}~=IEI~IPTEII&#39; FREIII .F*. .TT92III*T.ATII3
ALTTHIIIRITY IIIERIVED FRCIH: &#39;
FBI i1.T_TT92I|}L.TIII DE92I!LAEiEiIFIET3iTI92I|H EJEIII:-E
X DATE 02-01-2010
ReNYlet to Bureau, dated 12/25/71;
92 Bu airtel, dated 1/11/72;
 /, LegOTT airtel to Bureau, dated 11/50/71.
, Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five copies
it of an LHM re subject. Two copies are also enclosed for Legat
Ottawa.
1
.3 Discreet telephone calls and observation of LIN
in IBM were conducted by SA| I92_
As joler Bureau instructions in re Buairtel, utmost
discretion was used in the coverage of LIN when he visited NYC
&#39;  E! ~l0im%%%%,w cccc LLLL _  /- Q
contacted by SAs|
and ,
 rds of the Americana Hotel wei:ihin%ad:E
S NYC board of Elections by SC and
I 1 rsgor S y SE of the Albany Division.
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involves a possible
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ReALlet, 10/19/66.
f Enclosed for Bureau are five copies
and captioned as above.I I  &#39; uch as it  1|
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 Priority!
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TO = DIRECTOR, F I 05-153502!
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of LHM, dateg
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New York, NY.
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F 1 v_ I The Bureau may wish to consider_distribution ofHM o CIA in_view*o£ subject&#39;s:app%rent defection potential.
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October 23: Depart New York City
October 23-27: Boston
October 27 -
November 10: Hollywood, California
November 1O-20: San Francisco, California
November 20-25: St. Louis, Missouri
November 26: Miami, Florida
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On September 23, 1966i| racuse Unive
, Ne_Y5TK, advised that is scheduleddeggrt the United States at New Yorn ity on December
19 .
Additional data reg rding[:::::::;]schedule
as furnished by USDS reflects that he 1S sc eduled to
Miami, Florida, on December 5, 1966, aboard National
Airlines, Flight 2Y, at 10:30 AM. He is to arrive at
John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York, at
1 50 PM, December 5, 1966 He will fly out of Kenned: . ~ y
Airport the same day at 3:30 PM on Mohawk Airlines,
Flight 57F, and arrive at Syracuse, New York, at 4:30
on December 5, 1966.
rsity,
to
9,
be
leaveb7C 0/
PM J
On November 29, 19§§,1___rwr
10:00 AM via Eastern Airlines for New York City.
Lh iami, Florida, adv sedat] |wouId leave Miami on December 1, 1966g:ai:::;:]
told her that in New York City he would be in con ac wi h
WalterfU¥3nkite of CBS News.
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Memorandum
DATES 11/1/72
EKEHPTED FRDH AUTUHATIC
DECLASBIFICATIUN
AUTHORITY DERIVED FRDH:
/  Sis FBI AUTDHATIC DECLASSIFICATIDH GUIDE
f EKEHPTIDH CODE Z5Eil§ bl
DATE U2-Bl-E010 be
b7C
, WFO 05-20305!  P!
- OR SPONDENT! 5
 OO:WFO!
On October 26, 131$
HH pg 5In the event the above information furnished byis
set forth in a communication prepared for dissemination purposes,
the above inf rmation should be carefully paraphrased and the com
munication should be classified "Seeret~No Foreign Dissemination"
since it reveals the Bureau&#39;s investigative coverage of a foreié/Q__
diplomatic establishment through a highly sensitive source, the
authorized disclosure of which could result in serious damage to
the nation.
&#39; The above information set forth for information to the
New York Office in its coverage of subject while in New York City.
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SAC, WFO 05-37645!  RUG! _._--M I
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Re WF0let to Bureau, 3/l8/ 70, indicating subject,
 Si his wife and two children planned to travel by car from New
York City, to Washington, D. C.  WDC! , on 3/20/70, returning
to Kev Yank City on 1/2200»
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Mr, Walter/orgnkitg-
5  company21th F1oor&#39; &#39;  4* i""
51 West 52nd Street
New York, New...¥9r1g p ,_ .lgQ_g.9,_-
Dear Mr. Cronkiteérw i C511 it, A; iw _ ; I .
This letter will serve as a follow-up to a conversation
members of your office had with Mr. Charles W. Steinmetz of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation  FBI! Press Office on August 7,
1989. As Mr. Steinmetz indicated, on October 26, 1989, the FBI
and the Drug Enforcement Administration will jointly sponsor a
nationwide teleconference to be broadcast from a site in
Washington, D.C., to discuss community drug prevention
initiatives across America. The teleconference will be aired
during Drug Free America Week, a national drug awareness event
sponsored by the National Association of Parents for Drug-Free
Youth to create an awareness about the drug problems facing every
community. The targeted audience will be the general public,
community leaders, civic, educational and religious groups,
representatives of law enforcement and private industry. The
teleconference will be broadcast for a 2-hour time period via
satellite to over 200 viewing sites located in major cities
throughout the Nation beginning at 8 p.m. eastern standard time.
It is our pleasure to extend to you an invitation to
serve as the moderator of this national teleconference. Your
participation in this event would provide a key ingredient in
conveying and&#39;emphasizing a dynamic drug education message across
America. Additionally, your presence would be illustrative of
the concern of the Nation&#39;s media in combating the drug epidemic
in this country through education and awareness.
I hope this time frame will be conducive to your
schedule, and I look forward to hearing from you in the near
future so that we may continue to move forward with our , y ,
w~--
E .
/I -teleconference plans and agenda. __¬%q:7;__L_I/ glcg J
, Sincerely  Y _p
. . William s. Sessio1?1§N i17 <1?9292929292 Director
Davenport ~92- Mr.
 Ms. Kennedy »
 l2-15865"
NOTE: This communication is to request Mr. CRONKITE, CBS, to act
as the moderator of the Drug Demand Reduction Teleconference to
be held in Washington, D.C., on October 2¬@m%%%%;
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&#39; 4 STINUIRDFORM %. 54 Oié Memorandum - UNITED S ATESGOVER
/£0 = Mr. Tolson DATE: March 1 »
. Tolson A
7 i Born-dmcm ._.__
FROM : G. A. Ne _ flellmont
Pa?-s$ns __°"*~
92    $L"::*°;.,r
On the afternoon of March 11, 1958, Mr. E.   Butch! 1 Holldman _&#39;Igéllis of the Mam-Erickson, , 50 Rockefeller&#39;Plaza&#39;, New &#39;Y9 ;rk "/°";$&#39;X*&#39;  City, called at your office regarding two items he wished to iscuss with you.Ag;§;3l@
Dutch Ellis for many ears has been handling publicity and public relations J wt;
matters for the Liggett Meyers Tobacco Company and has been most helpful
, in years gone by in promoting ventures in which the Bureau w s interested,!. Q»
such as our major films on the Bureau, and he has done numerous favors fort 5*
the Bureau, such as bringing Perry Como and the Chesterfield Supper Club
to Washington to entertain at a retraining banquet of the FBI National Academy
some years ago. _
/
l/~" Ellis advised that the *President_.of Liggett Meyers, 192/,I_r1lB.e;11L==1.;11i11...F..
O/S Few, has always been a great admirer of the Bureau and that anything which he,
&#39; Ellis, could do to help the Bureau was thoroughly endorsed by Mr. Few.
The first item Ellis had in mind dealt with working up an
institutional type advertisement for use in national magazines which would be
92 a salute to the men of law enforcement by Chesterfield. Ellis had in mind
utilizing a photograph of the Director at his desk with several action type
training scenes of our Academy at Quantico where FBI National Academy men% receive their tra ning. You told Mr. Ellis that he could w rk up a dummy layout
1 and submit it to the Bureau for approval and that, of course, we would not approve
y any layout which had packs of Chesterfields displayed or had any of the personnel
in the photograph shown smoking Chesterfields; that any layout would have to be
completely dignified and of an institutional type merely with the name of &#39; ,Chesterfield across the bottom f the advertisement.
B 2
You had Mr. McGuire show Ellis various action type photographs!
Q. we have as stock shots of our facilities at Quantico, as well as several shots of I
i;Mr. Hoover at his desk. Ellis picked out a group of Bureau photographs to take
1? L"bg1,<j,l;<@2o New York for his art department to -consider in selecting several for the r92 rm  §¢>**gp E1191 1&#39;9 _ .  SJE£%c%mmenda$mn Ztnd &#39; V
R
cc - Mr. Holloman   [°3@ MAR 18 T953
cc - Mr. Jones 4  A.  _JJM:rmg _!W *1. W;-;¢_ >~  V H JN .7 ""vW . I1  = 1 tsZ v .   may .LL1 Lil: 1-. ,.92; ,_ _ _&#39;E/92d_9292/ ;i ,1» .
992.
D ux &#39;0
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson March 12, 1958
people by Mr. Hoover personally. They are:
Arthur Godfrey John Daly
Steve Allen Bob Considine r_
Ed Sullivan Lowell Thomas 92~~
 Each of these has received a book from the Director. !
Dave Garroway , O/5
Polly Bergen
Mike Wallace
John Wingate -
Gizelle McKenzie
Frank Sinatra
George Gobel
Jack Webb _
Eddie Fisfiher  F/5/1&#39; E/O
Rosemary Cloo ey 
Dr. Armand Ha mer
 Information in Bureau files s either derogatory on some of these persons or
their medium is such to preclude working in a reference to the book on their ,
shows as they have shows on film or are of a musical type into which reference &#39; &#39;
to the book could not logically be made.!  . &#39;
The following names submitted by Dutch Ellis are worthy of &#39;
consideration, and Ellis suggests that the Director autograph copies personally 
to these personalities. It is noted that files reflect nothing unfavorable against &#39;these people and We have not up to this point sjyooks to them. They are:
/ .
Perry C o.Garryggre
Jacl-rfl-Taar of NBC
John Camerom8v7ayze 
Erniefrd _Dinalfghgore
Arr/zfnmener
Bill.¢Bé&#39;5nard  "This Is New York, H
Sunday radio program!Robert Q/lfrris, New York radio v
commentatorBilktiullen, New York radio and 
television commentator
Wa1terJ6&#39;Keefe of NBC
Ahéapstaff of NBC who is producer
of Walter 0&#39;Keefe&#39;s show, a well as
producer of NBC&#39;s Monitor, with whom,
we have had a friendly relationship
 Robert Eastman, American Broadcasting
Company Radio Network, New York
J oerilligan, National Broadcasting
Company Radio Network in New York
Arthur gqiiairee, Columbia Broad-
"castig System Radio Network, New York
Walte,vé¬Y&#39;onkite, radio commentator
Bolrpe92 p .
t
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson March 12, 1958
Ellis advised that the Director personally autograph books to:
Perry Como Bill Leonard
Garry Moore Bill Cullen
Jack Paar Al Capstaff
John Cameron Swayze Walter Cronkite
Dinah Shore 9292 Bob Hope nArt Linkletter  5 Q 5,4
but that he merely sign his name in books to go to: 92
Ernie Ford Robert Eastman
Robert Q. Lewis Joe CulliganWalter 0&#39; Keefe Arthur Hull Hayes
as the Liggett Mey rs contacts with these people are with the.?.pro1iuc.e.r.sl~of
their shows rather than the persons themselves.
Ellis also stated that he could use 5 or 6 blank books  not signed O/ S
by the Director! as stage props in various shows where a close-up shot would
be taken a d the Director&#39;s book would appear in the background.
If this is agreeable to the Director, Ellis stated the books
should be sent to him in care of Nelson Schrader, 55 West 54th Street,
New York City, as Schrader and Ellis son-in-law, Jack Maxm, would be
doing the actual contact work personally. We have had Schrader and Mann
visit the Bureau previously and they did a terrific job on the promotion of the &#39;
Don Whitehead book through media such as Ellis has suggested above.
?é___
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. It is recommended we}/provide copies of "Masters of Deceit"for this promotional purpose and that ti} Director personally autograph books
t0 /
Perry Como Dinah Shore Al Capstaff
Garry Moore Art Linkletter Walter Cronkite
Jack Paar Bill Leonard Bob Hope
John Cameron Swayze Bill Cullen
_ 4 _ Recommend s co tinued pag 5!
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Copy for  x  -
J Edgar Hover 5° 19» 1954Q and » Allentown, Pa.
G bless you!
6 &#39;  r &#39;Dear Walter!?/ironkite, L; If if 1 /1 it "h A:  _r in _
,//We have long enjoyed our &#39;1. V. news broad<§asts7/and  wi hto
thank you for the hard work we know you put in to gather all this
news. Your prolgfm deserves something a li tle better than that
6¬>F£ms:;, Eric/;!92Severaid, who s very offensive to true Americans,
and to those who love the Uni:c_e_§1 §_t_at_e_s_ of America and who would  "
deeply regret to see it destroyed by the swinish element that
Mr. Eric Sever-aid represents-
His underhanded, and most vicious attact upon Mr. J. Edgar-,:
Hoover should,and I surely hope will,open the eyes of all who
heard it, to just how Communisn brainwashes American 0i..l31ZenB~&#39;!_: To
mu Sevaraid, anyone who loves America nd would like toi~see.Qi~t
. 1Q-_
preserved is just indudging in "wicked nationa~lism".@es Former Presid
Herbert Hoover wgmédbrtyeiin his farewell address. &#39;
If Mr. Eric Severaid and his ilk had their way, every true
American who dares to speak out against Gommunisn should be judged
imbecilic and sent to a far-away mental institution, or not being
able to do thiiin the case of J-Edgar Hoover, America&#39;s greatest
and noblest man, Mr. Severaid would ridicule him and brainwash Amer- A
J
icans into thinking he is senile, and then cover it up with flowery
phrases, such as "Grand Old Man" after he has stabbed him in the
back. Surely the American people have not been brainwashed during
the past 40 years ufficiently that they willptake such infamous
. &#39;1";&#39;.92.,!.Ué¬£""/y"//f"!4;qOinsult to their i§1t:eSlligeg.o*e without a protest. n surely, Mr.T Lu :3 92_ " &#39;~ 2 If &#39;
 :9, . .4; -: 4 , P &#39;;/I
Cronkite ma y of us feel that the price yap paid for hgriig LV-7i_ , . Erte Feveraid I >. he _ maa10  6:50., was that 1:;e/_;b£e__allowed to do his brainvlashig gmrf 1984 £3
eac, eveni . God b VQ7 W ng less Mr. J  Edgar Hoover, America1.B..g,reatest
ape  the highest. W,-ould t God he had the powerptof
rid America of the Eric Severaid type of rat; 	 1&#39;
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August 8, 196
1 " MI. Schultz
To: SACs, New York 4-1640!Les Angeles gh-156!
F &#39;
_ J -From: nix-ec1=@§,1 0&1 _Rw e2-sew!
KENSALT
REl:|- CQMAIW
Re New York airtel dated 8-6-68.
él
The necessity 0:8 conducting an all out investigat
to fully run out this investigation is obvious. Re airtel
not clear as to whether CBS will allow review of the film.
The film should be reviewed, however, if CBS declines to al
Agent personnel to view same, so advise the Bureau.
RKB:cjg
!
NOTE:7:t
Walter Cronkite,|iUUiiiiiii a copy of a lette
which he received from one 6-6-68, in which t
complainant related to a Cronkite TV show of 6-3-68 where a
person»in a crowd raised his arm, pointed at Senator Kénned
and said "bang." New York points out although CBS is coope
they have recently displayed an aversion to unnecessary rev
of film. It was indicated that a CBS attorney looked at th
film and noticed nothing unusual in it. While this may be
the news and televisionlmedia would be the first to critici
the FBI should something of significance develop at a later
date. Accordingly, these instructions are being set forth.
; 4/
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Re New Yorkairtel to Bureau and Dallas, l/28/
On 3/19/64,was located and interL1ewed at His office a
Dallas. |__,__i__i._l said at the present 1:1
at
{Ear atLtheBslmont Motel, 901 Fort Worth Aven Due allas, andgiter he had,become intoxicated he watched t  nightly news ;
J ¢-1-&#39; I  _:  ii», ,gez,_____!_ I Z  C
said&#39;3T7%64, he was drinking at the
roadcgst CRONKITE on a local Dallas television
statiol_c said in his drunken condition he became
angeregaat some of the remarks CRONKITE made during his
broadcast. which remarks concerned the actions of President
JOHNSON. said after con lt&#39; h
0 otherone or tw
made by CRONKITE on the broadcast
su ing t e bartender and
A [::::::::]apologized for having caused the FBI any /
trouble and stated if he had not been &#39;  &#39; , he would
for what he had done.
.&#39;I  7.
 &#39; &#39; In view of above information no further inve ti t
H 5 U 92
persons at the bar, he decided to send WALTERCRONKITE a telegram expressing his displeasure at the remarks /
x I
92 not have sent th  message to CRGKITE.1ifffifi:ffsaid he had &#39;/
no harmful intent in his actions and he was ex remely sorry
N[::::::::::fiilT changed to set for h subject&#39;s tr  name as é92
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TO = C. D. Brenn DATE, June 24, 1971 :é§E§ey____
_, L Rosen_.____i1 1,-Q./ff"--=.}t~~-.---1:~-~ o &#39;="""1j- Mr. Bishop T§"Z&#39;.T___.FROM = W. R. Wa1mall,»*f_  .113-Q MI-_ Dalbey ¬o;§=s.¬C,   i &#39;  1 -Mr . Brennan g-eizoom __f SUBJEC :    F l  &#39;  92"   &#39; "J g *7 _ A LI  "i  1 W  Gandy/"&#39;
I R
a-1&#39;13.
.92_,,, fl  Ad .  ./ Ia..1;_..ta1/it 1 11-WE I-M-;;;§;%£e
From 10=s0 to 11 p.m. 6/23/71 Televigion Station wror,
Washington, D. C. , Columgii lE§_2§;0ad ;3.$1Z111g..S§£Sf£BII1  CB ! outlet, carried
a special news report~entitIed The Pentagon Papers" relating to the Z .1, ._ 1.classified nnterial in capgiéned matf . Principal suspect, Dan92i?-zliillsberg,
was interviewed by Walter ronkite news commentator. During interview
no questions were ask d of Ellsberg, nor did he volunteer any information,
concerning his reported release of the classied material to "The New York ITimes" or any other news media. ff.
/1,,,
The entirethrust of the program, however, was ajustification  &#39;
on Ellsberg&#39;s part of the public release of the material and the great service
to the public which had been accomplished by the release. At one point,
when asked by Cronkite if there was not a question involved here of an
individual putting himself up above the law in revealing the documents and
* whether the latter did not concern a moral responsibility, Ellsbergs
response was directed toward a moral responsibility on the part of "The
New York Times" and other newspapers of making a determination to go
ahead with publication of the material, even after being informed by theGovernment of the sensitivity of thei11formatio17§Eé/ggved. .
. _ _ _ _ /,, ad I. . _Ellsberg commented that §pinion the 1¬dst&#39;im1Z>1%:a1%% $6
revelation to date from the publication of the documents is that the people
in this country can&#39;t afford to let the President run the country without
their help. He said the Government leadership, especially in the Executive
Branch, have fostered the impression that that Branch is the Government
and he was struck by former President Johnson&#39;s reaction that the revelations
were treasonous. Ellsberg said, "We must remember this is a self-golerning--
country; we are the Government."
22 JUN 25 1971
In his opinion, he said the system should be changed and the g ,
Congress, the public, and the press have an interest in this. His ~oles&#39;ervIf"-1""
tion was that under the present system it is hard for atruly honest man to,/&#39;
stay in the system without being corrupted.ENCLO BEHIND FILE lwpq lWRW: ~ » - », it8! m G is 3;; 7 Lg M5 @ Juli <1 quay SENT  mm CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum for Mr. Brennan
Re: MC LEK
When called upon to comment on the timing of the release of
the documents, Ellsberg said that in his mind there is a parallel between
the situation which exists today and that which existed in pre-election 1964
and that the pattern of bombing in 1969 and 1970 coupled with a threat of
an escalation of the war in Vietnam suggested to him that knowledge of the
history of 1965 became essential to the public.
Ellsberg described the "McNamara Study" as consisting of
7 to 10, 000 pages and said that not one line in it dealt with the effect on
Vietnam refugees, the defoliation of the country and other such humane
considerations. He concluded his interview by quoting the Biblical line,
"The truth shall make you free, " and said the truth is now out of the safe and
there is no way to get it back into the safe. He expressed the hope that
the truth would get us out of the Vietnam war and during the next 20 years
we will benefit by the knowledge released concerning the history of the last
20 years.
In his closing comments Cronkite mentioned that this is just a
beginning of this whole matter and that the temptation will be great for a
witch hunt and the unmasking of a villain.
ACTION:
For information. A recording of the entire broadcast was made
by Washington Field Office and will be retained for future use in the event
prosecution is instituted in this matter by the Department.
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Aa a saaéian aitizen whn iivaa and vorka in %ke ¥¢$¢A¢ raw
35 gamma { iaa_a naturalazaé 8¢&mk¢ aiimen}, 3 am éaepxy shaakaa
ana eancernaa in regar %¢ ne zatxl antiwamarican aaa ant1~
u¢$§ Gvarnnan pmeura ywu ewnvny daily» Franxlyy we listen
to y¢ur program tar avg r§aaen$: Ca! baaqusai livin, here, we
amn*% 52% any ethar U¢8@ brnaééaaina system; nné {%§ Z iisten
&n§¢fu1ly fer gggg§g;gg,y¢si%1va ynu viii may a%@& wnur 213$
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tat, yam ¢auldn&#39;t poanihly as aura than yum av ta taar &own yaur
bbanry ta %he m£n&¢ at 3;8¢4¢£%imcns ax yaagla abraaa¢ I rememaer
ruschev saying nomathina %a~%&a m$£eut that ka ¢ammun$ats woula
-net nava ta rop hawks upnn_¢v fight the Ueau @w~a1l they ha .
to a was ta i&ti1hraa_t&eir mews aedia qua Quatinnaz systawa»
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meat Qua*% paaazhly know aka c the kaiser éaaixa %hat go an
in %ha higher eehalcna a hig wanggmea ~~ aaa 02 baa. Z am
aura ant; is trua in any iargap aampany er awunay; %ut yar%$*
eularly in the United $tat%$¢ ha largest &emQ¢$&t$¢ governmentin the wurlé. I am uzso carsin you raaliza %&a% yur eomplatazv
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It is vegy likely that this letter will hit the "deep 6" debris
of GBS without reply from any accredited member thereofeil Assume
ing this is true, and in the hope that it will somehow fteter
some-positive counter~reeetion¢ I am senaing copies tg the Office
of the ?resident of the United States and to the F§BaI.
I beseech you for the sake of your country; your descendants,
the werld; ena-your respective consciences, ta carefully examine
your éaily television utterances with the theught that every
day there must be something geod you can say about your fine
country. _  ¬§F
very truly years
PhD
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E Report made by Typed By
"&#39; CUBAN ANlElB.IC11§~.I921LiE1BEED1OhL. FRANCIS J &#39;WBRIEN ad
ta-~&#39;?*&#39; ALL IHFDPHATIUH EUHTAINED
mmEn11s0n1asmFnm REGISTRATION ACT  CUBA
1- DATE 02-01-2310 BY 60024 00 EAUEDHERYE &#39; _ _
Synopsis:   l &#39;REFERENCES: &#39; M
- " NY telet s ldated 3 29~6O and 4 1 60 entitled / A
"ANTI-FIDAEL CASTROyg.CTfIVITIES; is 4CUBA." / /  &#39;  ,1 &#39; &#39;
NY airtel, #/8/60, captioned as above.
Bulets to New York, dated 4/11/60 and 1+/2o/60,
captioned as above. " ,
_ Q _ 92
The papers of incorporation of the Cuban American
Freedom Foundation, Incorporated, have been withdrawn and .
new papers have been substituted, listing new incorporators
and a new title of"-Pueblo Libre de Cuba , The NYO nasinitiated
investigation into the""orga.nization of"?ueblo Libre de Cuba",
- which is headed by Dr; CARLOS MARQUEZ STERLING. &#39; ,
&#39; ADMINISTRATIVE
A memorandum of conversation; dated 3/23/60, from the _
S Department of State, entitled "Anti--Castro Propaganda Organig
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of[::::::::::::::]syndicated Hearst newspaper columnist3
telephonically contacted the New York Office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation  FBI! on April 21, 1960, and CV5
requested information regarding the procedure for registering
as a foreign agent with the United States Department of
Justice, Washington, D,C.
has bee* LU contact
92w1eh 1~te,A1e, as 20,5960;and mee again 9 on pril 22, 19 Oiin New York City. | Iadvised that| ! ,
returned to Washington, D,C. on the nigh o pr ,&#39; 0,
and will return to New York April 22, 1960, hezi he will
be interviewed fortelevision at 2:30 P.M, in Central Park
mp, b WALTERQERONKITE, Columbia Broadcasting System  CBS! News,géiqggetated that this interview will be two minutes i
ura ion and will be seen on CBS Sunday News Special at
11:00 P.M,, April 24, 1960, [:::::::]stated that css ha
e a aA en its full support to cover ge nd publicity for|@UiU ic
 and CBS has taken this step ecause
M: Bszggrrespondent, had been held for thirty ours
N@/5 -n00mmunicado by FIDEL CASTRO over the argument as to whether
or not FIDEL CASTRO had stated that he requested an interview
"/// with Pre  ENHOWER or Secreta_ of State CHRISTIANHERTER. iiff?%:¬i¬tated that wnen[::f%]rep1eyed his tape
and film an t clearly showed that CASTRO had made this
statement, and his camera and soundmen were arrested
and held fQr thirty hours and then expelled from Cuba on
the night of April 20, 1960, ____
[:::::::]advised that
had been interviewed on April V , , y
syndicated Hearst columnist, and] | s writing a
story which will appear in the Hearst newspaper chain on
April 2#, 1960, and will be the beginning of a publicity
campaign forl also statedthat on Aprip 22,196b,| will be interviewed
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The word "Vietnam", as used in the report,
has been spelled "Vietnam"and "Viet Nam". .0 e to the,
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tiary 0 e ecral district reflect that the subject, who
was implicated in the first attempt on the life of LFO1
TROTSKY, is named
For the inforrrnti on of the ureau, inquiries are
being made at the present time through confidential sour!
he subject in the
for the ur cse of
ail:-dt 92<11 ma P5
The title of im tent case is beino marked chs.ng;ed
to reflect the subject&#39;s maternal su1&#39;name,
dvised that the reconrds of the Peniten-
» .&#39; l c-es
o n :15 a a regar rag s presen whereaboutc.
Reference is made to New York letter to the
Bureau dated 6/13/56, and Bureau routing sl ip cf 6/19/56,
asking; if this Office had any specific photographs it desiredto show to  Thie office at the pre "nees no p o ogrape which can be shown 1 this matter. However, we are hereina er set-
ting forth a list of the correspondents of "El Popular" as
of 19511, which an e to the New iork officein in2erviewin  United Press co re pondents
with E1 Popula er-e s e for 19L|J4. as fellows:
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The above data was abtained bfram the bl
r Libvary in Mexico City. w=s further
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ALL IHFURERTIQN CQHTAINED QLASSIFIEE BY E0334 US EAWEDKFRYS
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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FROM : ADIC, NEW YORK  l05l7282l!  P! 6!
DIRECTOR, FBI 05-36603!
 ATTN: INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, CIl!
SUBJECT: SOVIET ACTIVE MEASURES
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This communication is classified S3d¬et" in its
ReNYairtel to Bureau and New Haven, captioned as bl
above, dated 5/l9/86. b6
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UW.&#39;PA4.uN FOR A PEOPLE&#39;S PEACE TREATY  
162 Madiosn Avenue; New York, NY 10016
The Campaign Coxrmittee met at 1140 Broadway Sunday, May 18th. 15 persons were
present.
The  brrmittee r ceived and considered three alternative redraftings of the Trea
A conmittee of three will produce a new draft by the end of the week which Alan
Thoneon will take to the Soviet Peace Corrrrtittee in lvbsoow next week.
It was AGREED that the Campaign will seek both individual signatures and organi-
zational endorsements to the treaty.
C
Several alternative locations for an office were considered. A decision will be
made at the  meeting. Members are asked to suggest possible staff people.
Roger Powers agreed to report on the Treaty to the meeting of peace organizations
in Philadelphia May 21st.
The new Treaty draft will he available with a covering letter to be sent to po-
Possible members of the US delegation to sign the Treaty were discussed:
l . Military - &#39;
2 . Scientist 
3 . Clergy
Medical
EducationYouth - Winner of PEPK>ntest| | b6
Vetexran - sqneone from Veterans for be/, C
Artist L_N:_ |
rhlete  X
12. Electedo :|.c_-
13. Industry-Arn
14. Sen:|.or-»- F - _   _1.5. Media -_ -&#39;gv- Wa_lte:r_.{¬1_:&#39;o|1.|_cite, !iarriso!§%,~$alistx1ry, David*§r1.nkley,I  >  Q  ~ H . *3  =--v-=.-an 
The final group should have thirteen members. Ocnmittee netbers have agreed to
seek out people on the above list after the final treaty text is available.
The next meeting will be held on Sunday, June 15th at1140 Broadway, Rn. 401 at
2:00 p.m.
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AIR TEL AIR HAIL
TO: DIHIiCTOii, FBI
FROM: sec, ms ma we  lb,S-B53.!  mo!
J &#39;"
no: IiAL&#39;iE&#39;R snow: TE,
cos ems REEFO &#39;1&#39; - 6/21/66.
BROAT1¬.AS_il  espgrqa 14*-._r:ou;,oE _Woo: Him York &#39;_"&#39;  &#39; *
Enclosed herewith to the Bureau, under Obscene
and Prof 1 Report
0?! of California,
telepho and to the N w York OfT1ce ere seven
copies of t e foregoing Interview Report 02!, setting forth
the profane and obscene words allegedly uttered on the
T p.m¢, and ll p.m., CBS NE~S REPORT - HALTER CRONKITE of
6/21/66  timeeare thoee of the Pacific Daylight fovinge Time!.
It ie noted that the alleged utterances were contained
on e film reflecting the crowd fighting in Mississippi end
ore allegedly uttered by negro women in the crowds.
In view of the foot that this Howe Report
originates through New Ynrk CBS, the New York Office is
being designated as the office of origin as any intent and
knowledge of the contents of tn tapes or films wo.d
neoeeearily rent on the place of origin where the tepee or
films were viewed and wonitored for preparation for the g * i ¢
The Eureeu may desire, in this instance, to
specifically advise the New York office or the exact
investigative steps which should be undertaken in this
mtter. Therefore, the New York Office is requested to
hold in obeyanee any investtg tion in this matter un ilthe Bueeu so advises, y,2¢¢~ - e NwmoL!; SFARCH *m@i;. :o&xEn.. I
_g?- Bureau  Enele.2} t *GISTERED MAIL 5W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-t FD-192 Rev. 10-6-65!
Title and Character of Case I
Date Property Acqtrircd
of Prope"&#39;y Acquired as Evidence I
Date . 8/22/66
WALTER CRONKITE,
css NEWS REPORT,
6/21/66
BROADCASTING OBSCENE LANGUAGE
SEE BELOW
Location of Propert o Btil
S ,ource From Which Property A quired I I I I I K
SEE INDIVIDUAL 1B&#39;S
y r ky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Pr perty and Efforts Made to Disoose of Same E
b7CVAULT-OBSCENE CABINET EVIDT EECE AND INFORMATION~RETAINI!escription ot;P1-o I "I &#39; _&#39; I I I Iperty or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submiing Same I I I E
THE FOLLOWING IS OBSCENE:
! 8/22/66 7
. copies of the Interview Report of
at Los Angeles on 6/22/66 reflectin ene andprofane words alle edly uttered on WALTER CRONKITE
  ! N news casts of 6/23566.2 One copy of lhm dated 7/25/66 re: Walter Cronkite,
marked obscene.NOTE: 1B1! &:! rec&#39;d _6/214/66 by SA &#39; . opsee ser-lal 1
SEMIANNUAL INVENTORY C R IFICATIONTO JUSTIFY RETENTION OF PROPERTY  Initial and Date
!
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Date: 6/29/es
Transmit the following in __ _ _  _  _
 Type in plaintexz or code! ,
V
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7/13/66
AIITEL
To: oxnacroa, FBI
F1=;ux~:= M0, mm: Yfiii <1§+5-2*+82!
éUBJECT: WALTER CRQNKITE,
aas Haws REPGRT,
6/21/66»
BRUADCASTING BSCE§E LANU§GE
 O0: NY}
Ra Bureau irtel, dated 6/:29/66. u
ts of this case discussed with:.u~.s.t-a   snmr, who advised cm: he feltthis was no uitable for pro er the
Broadcasting Obscene Language statute. statedhe did not think this incident fell within the purview as
being a violation of the statute.
op1nion being confirmed by letter.
LHM follows .
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Street201 .:ot 59th&#39; York} 10021Eon York, NewHY l5§~2#82 July 25, 1955
nitod States Attorney
Southern District of New Iw;:
United States Court House
Holoy Square
Haw York, New York, 1060?
ttontion: " &#39;  " too Attorney
Re: Xaltor Cronkite
%olombia Broadcasting Gyo zmCB3! News Roport,
Juno 21, 1960
Broadcasting Obscene Lang
Dear Sir:
The following lotter will coniiom the -  obetween Assistant * o" "t *  n;;| I
and Special Agent o1 L; n §TT1ce on Jly 12,1955.
E:::;::::::1&1l recall onthi; data he was advioogwos Ungeloo Diviuion of this Quocau n Juno[2§§ }Qo¬,
a complaint PromCali:"or&#39;n2&#39;.a, in 211110  ogodF5511; wnfloua c mg the Walter Cronkite ews Program on tho CBS outlet,in Lon Angeles, she hoard obscene langoago on h th the T:1O P,H.
that the
ooooivod
program and the 11:00 P.K. program.
Q tar reviewing tho otcceno langvobo >| | 1 . - ~ an o A h%&#39;? Hvihco@o from m c ipo Qvim; this program, stated he would declino
U&Qc
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prozocution in this motto? as he did not hink this incident yollNithi the purview aw ;o1n; a V1OlHti¢ :1 tno Jtatute.
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FACE TWO
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BOX HENTED FOR ONE YEAR AT CASH ENTAL OF SIXTEEN DOLLARS.
TWO KEYS IS UED: BOX RENTED WAS FIVE INCHES WIDE, FIVE
INCHES IGH AND TWENTY-TWO INCHES LONG. GCOULD NOT RECALL
Q1-IAVING OPENED THIS BOX SINCE THE ORIGINAL OPENING.
&#39; I P&#39;1A192TUFACTUEEE.S b 6
b 7 C
HANOVER TRUST CO1"I&#39;PA_NY, ABOVE, DVIS D THIS DATE NYCPD BOPIB
SQUAD REMOVED DEVICE FROM BANKS SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX NUPEBEE TWO
01921E FIVE.
I IEEBOVE BAI9211i, ADVISED
SAFETY DEPOSIT Bax 192TUI"&#39;IBER wo ONE EIVE EEIED T
I l CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS, ON ONE SIX SEIENTY-ONE FOR PERIOD OF OPE YEAR.
CONTRACT FOR THIS RENTALSHO,~IED DATE OF BIRTHAS
&#39; ICALIFOENIA. JISTED H"IPLOYT&#39;ENT AS
SELF-INPLOYED WRITER. STATED HE PERSONALLY DEALT
WITH3 IN THIS HNTAL BUT CANNOT SPECIFICALLY DESCEIBE
STATING HE HAS AN IMAGE OF ONE PERSON IN MIND AS POSSIBLY BEING
|:|wEIcE INDIVIDUAL APPEARED AT HIE VAULT s0r~1EIII~1E 1»-JIEEIII TIE
PAST WEEK. |:|sIATEI|:|sIENED RENTAL CONTRACT EOE BOX
mo QNE FIVE IN IBIS PRESENCE.
NY 174-1586
PAGE THREE
im»|
BANK, ALSO INTERVIEWED THIS DATE BUT COULD FURNISH O INFORMATION
92
MARINE E1 LAND GRACE
TRUST COMPANY, PLE TIONED ABOVE, ADVISED THIS DATE, b6
CHIC.S.T}O, ILLINOIS, 57 C
HAD ON ONE SIX SEVENTY-ONE RENTED SAF TY DEPOSIT BOX NUNBER ONE
SEVEN ONE SIX AT THIS BANK{;;;;;]NADE AVAILABLE SAFETY DEPOSI
BOX ACCESS RECORDS BEARING THE SIGNATURE I|:|IED1:cAT1NG THATEHAD ENTERED THE SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX AREA
on SEVEN THIRTEEN SEVENTY-ONE FOR PERIOD OF SIX MIEEEEE, THAT
HE AGAIN ENTERED THE VAULT AREA ON SEVEN FOURTEEN SEVENTY-ONE
FOR A PERIOD OF THIRTEEN NINUTES. _"~___
WALTER CRONKITE, CBS COMNENTATOR, FIVE TWO FOUR WEST
FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET, NYC, FURNISHED A COPY OF A LETTER ADDRESSED
TO HIM AT CINE/TIFTY4ONE WEST FIFTY-SECOND STRRET, Y, NY,
ONE ZERO ZERO ONE INE, BEARING NO RETURN ADDRESS BUT PO -
MARKED CHICAGO, ILLINOIS SIX ZERO SIX ZERO SEVEN ON JANUARY
FIVE SEVENTY~TWO AT EIGHT PM. THIS FOUR PAGE HAND PRINTED L TTER
APPEARS IDENTICAL WITH THOSE PREVIOUSLY OBTAINED BY CG AND SF.
IN ADDITION A KEY APPARENTLY TO A DEPOSIT BOX AT FIRST NATIONAL CITY
NYl74-1586
PAGE FOUR
BANK NYC, MENTIONED ABOVE, WAS SCOTCH TAPED TO TH FIRST PAGE
OF THE LETTER.
EACH EXPLOSIVE DEVICE OBTAINED AT ABOVE BANKS CONSISTED
OE: A BRADLEY CORDLESS ELECTRIC REPEAT ALARM CALANDAR CLOCK
MADE IN JAPAN MODEL TWO ZERO TWO; FOUR HOLES DRILLED THROUGH
CRYSTAL OEER DATE AND DAY, WIRED TO A MALLORY DURACELL BATTERY
CHARGER EQUIPPED WITH FOUR SIZE D DURACELL
OF CHARGER WAS REMOVED AND INTERIOR WIRING
TO BATTERIES TO ACT ASPOMER SOURCE; ALSO
EIGHT OUNCES OF HERCULES RED DOT SMOKELESS
WAS PACKED INSIDE AS WAS ONE SYLVANIA BLUE
FLASH B BUL . _
12% /FKDALL PERTINENT EXHIBITS OBTAINED ARE B ING Siéggégg
BATTERIES; BOTTOM
HAD BEEN REWIRED
APPROXIMATELY
snow GUN POWDER
now S-FIFTY-TWO
BUREKU THIS DATE BY AGENT COURIER. ALL HANDWRITING ON ABOVE
EXHIBITS APPEAR IDENTICAL.
INVESTIGATION CONTINUING.
1o Pay K idnapé
B GEORGE LITTLE ORT
a iI3WA17rsT1"* ER
C  ashin a small package to n-
som her abducted baby
son, Mrs._ Beatrice Wein-
berger took a lonely
four-hour auto drive late
Friday afternoon in afutile effort to make con-
tact with the kidnaper.
N0 one approached her
during her unaccom-
panied journey, police in-
sisted Sunday in reveal-ing the story. &#39;
The vain trip came as a re-
sult of two phone calls to the
Weinberger home on Albe-
day_ morning by a man thefamily believes to be the kid-l pe . assay ggounty ieO DQ _ 151-
marle Rd., Westbury, on Fri-
na r _
1&#39; fefused to say whe r
. einbergers trip wa ong Island, or elsewher .
ANWHILE, as police trace &#39;th r few faint clues to unvar
in dead ends, millions of voice I
we raised in fervent prayer I "the safe return of 36-day-old-Peter, snatched from his carriage
on the Fourth of July by a kid-,
naper who leftanote demanding
ransom. 
But by nightfall Sunday, Mrs.
Weinbergers emotional appeal to .the kidnaper to leave a message
m&#39; the childin achurch Went
unheeded and police admitted
they were up against ablank
wall in their investigation. ,BER APPEAL IGNORED,92Mrs. Weinberger w nt before the.TV cameras again Sunday in a
new plea to the kidnaper, urginghim to contact any priest, min-ist bbi wer, ra , newspaper or ne s-
caster, i luding TH MIR-ROR&#39;s galter Wincigi, all ofwhom ave omise coopera-1tion. Filmed and recorded in her}back yard, then telecast, the
m0thers moving message said:
Once again indesperation
we appeal to you who have ourbaby. We beg you to let ushave some word. Is the baby
ell? Please take care of hi .
e needs attention so mu .
The police will not interf e
wi our attempt to get the b y_
.._,.H_..@~_%_____;__:¢
Re veal M other Tried
u:.;.rran&#39;Ia .~&#39;.~-if &#39;i*-l"
n. Y. »11,;I7i&#39;92
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b k. They realize that re n
of the baby comes _beIore a -th g else. These appeals a
ma e entirely on our own.I Churcllmen of all faiths,
newscasters and newspapershave volunteered to act as in-termediaries. All have prom-ised not to betray ou to thepolice. Everyone has been so
understanding and desirous oi!helping us get our baby back
and we are thankful to all
these.
It you need th  money as
badly asyou indicated in your
note, and you are sorry that you
-have to do this awful thing to
us, you can have themoney, butfor heavens sake, there must be
mg within you. At one time or
another you must have loved
 someone-a wife, a husband or a
-child Put yourself in our posi
I -Sme little spark of humane fee}  ii"; ="ia====i§?-1E5=I§5?I-=-Iii
l
-=&#39;=-====-$~=- -=-=-=-=-=-==-::;== 1.: &#39;:  ==:-=;;= ";.=.& -;92  :; :;;@; ,_ 21<=a.=;;§a§iI101» and the  you must realmhow we ar  suIfer1ng.- I       "
It you are afraid to contae
us directly, do sothrough any
priest, minister, abbi, news-paper newscaster, particu-larly 3- I&11.J:Yinchnl-1,Cro _ - ,K. M. V -_1 7-  ij0M o ge
l or nyone elSe or your oos-
- in They will cooperate, th-
out anger -to you.
"We are standingwith brokenhearts, waitingand waiting. Webig you, in the name of every-
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YVESANT FINN
thing holy, to let us hear from
yollihe 32-year-old mother,H high
hool biology teacher, was dry-
e edbut seemed on the verge Of
c apse as She made her appeal
i- 
i1n}:]g¬I]&#39;]e.¬lII&#39;S%!D§H?1.r1¬a.§rriS: 481 ldrug? and/ sundrils salesman,
stood at her side,&#39;too overcometo speak to the 30 newsmeniphotographers and TV H-iwir
camer linen crowded mt 1115 3-
yard. h f H deno. ._-i - ers o a
-titl.X;!;Pbrl1Lro¬l%&#39;hol1t the met-°P°u
my area pryd mt an
 Continued on P8180 34!.
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month-old boy would re-turned to his anguished pa. tsbefore the Sabbath ends.
Pinneil revealed that the ran-
som note has been subjected to
intensive study. He said it wasin pencil, very legible, on cheap 1paper easily obtainable any-
where-, and from its careful ap-pearance he judged it had beenprepared in advance, at leisure.ITS SPELLING and grammar
were good, its punctuation per-fect, he said. I dont know the;
educational level this guy has,"|he commented, but he said It pos-sibiy could have been writtten by
a teen-ager.
The handwriting has been
checked against specimensfrom all members of the Wein- 1berger family, tradesmen whoServe them and other family
wntncts, without r_es_ult.Now it is being checked l
against the school papers othigh school and grade school tglad ts inkwestbu an: in
.AI..l;i. a.  S &#39;W erc :3:rly was a teacher. pIn 18 masses at St. Brigid&#39;sR. C. Church on Post Ave, West-bury, the "v.W_Father Their;F. g C0dE&#39;Ai1i§»92il§§lSf3l&#39;iTS",. :-IéietT"i&#39; yers for the recovery ofthe child, and told the worship-pers: We hope that hrough t e&#39;wer of these prayers foret &#39; day isthrough t e chil illbe turned to his sorrowing r-en . _
THE PULJUE have rnised
remain in the backg ,ther Code announced". It any-
e has any information, he or
e should therefore bring ii: to
us. It will be treated with the
sanctity oi the confessional."
Later he told reporters, EvenII the kidnaper walked in on usin the daylight, we would pay himthe ransom and let him go tree."He said he had both ecclesiastical
power and legal authorization toback up such an arrangement,
ALL THE CHURCH collectionbaskets and poor boxes were
checked to see if any notes hadbeen left, but none was found.
Father Code said he hadbeen given authority by theWeinbcrgcr faintly to act asIntermediary with the kid-
naper. The family is still
willing and anxious to pay,"he declared. My church willbe open 24 hours a day, he
said, adding that churches of
nil denominations not only inWestbury but throughout the
area were following the same
Where the parents of the
aped boy worship, a commit-tee of 50 men met to discussplans for assisting the search.BUSY AND painstaking police
work has involved numerousleads in Nassau County, and sev-
eral elsewhere as far afield asNew Jersey ~and Conn-ecti ut,
innell disclosed.
The three servants, in ad -
n to the one now empioye ,
w have from time to ti
worked for the Weinbergers in
plan.
In th Westbury Hebrew _-_alT nter, 275 on
Kidn_epmg- Bi
ews m Italy
ROME, Jul_1r"8"  D451-
"Wheres Peterl-f was thebiggest question III Rome asthe Italian public took 92i&&#39;|IhE ;case oi re ktdnaped &#39;.t- Ibury, N. Y.,. irr£ant,_Peter -Weinberger. The tron-t pages or Italy&#39;s Sunday newspaeheadlined stories ol the -
naping, likening it to theLindbergh case. -
-"--i "......, .., a c...;mnwoefaized, illterviewedaand
tentatively elllninate om the
case, he said. The servant now
With the Irnily W83 Illhouse, in conversation
Mrs. Weinberger, wienkidnaping took place; it I C
RIGHT NOW, police activitycen-ters on a. search for a man Seenby two boys in a green car, read-_ing a book, near the Weinbergerhome the day oi the abduction.One suspect was brought in Sat-
urday, but turned loose when his
car proved the wrong make.
Stanford, C0m|., police re-ported Sunday that a hcawlet
ma? I"161l;0hll]l0IlIhQVi]:-amn - preparation medthe formula of the ldinnpodbaby. The man Walked into
p.m. and asked tor Done: vit-
ln pound. Wham id reShire n rry it, left. .Clerk . - who had
read the y 3 te-ly canigd ewsstories, imme la po-lice. Within two hours, all drug-_gists in Stamford were alerted tobe on the lookout .1501 2 -man
about 30, ve-feet-six, and Weigh-ing about 1&#39;75 pounds.
But as time passed, an air or
ominous apprehension darkenedthe search. Time is an elementin all these things," Pinnellpointed out. As time passes, a
new kind at reasoning is neces-sitated. &#39; ,
He summed up the story for
newsmen by saying, I couldgive you a glowing story 01
what we&#39;re doing Ind bio lprogress We&#39;re making-hut it
would not be true. _
We have no leads." I
THE FAMILY has announcedit will do anything to get the
child back. Weinberger said his
uncle had agreed to give the kid-
naper a_ blank check" it he
would return Peter. . The child was dressed in 1&#39;yellow - and - white owered lkimono and a peeked hat and 1
was wrapped in -a yellow -bianket when he disappeared. _
.l[e had been ted a pecialformula requiring the edition -or vitamin I!-12 and aedinrents yhave appealed to the dnaper
|
Shippan Pharmacy lromd &#39; 2 i
toIse_the_1&#39;eci,pe.
_;jgLié:-icizen Mr. and Mrs. Morris Weinberger appear berore microphones ai&#39;Wasrbury home
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